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Effects of electric charges on hydrophobic forces. II.
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~Received 18 February 2000!

We study by molecular-dynamics simulations the effect of electric charges of either sign on hydrophobic
interactions and on the dynamics of hydration water, using explicit water and very simplified solutes. Results
show that the presence of a charged solute can disrupt the ‘‘hydrophobic contact bond’’ between two apolar
solutes nearby, by forcing them towards a different configuration. As a consequence of different structural
changes of the solvent caused by charges of opposite sign, the effect is markedly charge-sign-dependent.
Analogous weaker effects appear to be induced by the presence of one additional apolar element. The dynam-
ics of hydration water around each solute is also seen to be strongly influenced by the presence of other
~charged or uncharged! nearby solutes. Comparison between our results on hydration water dynamics around
charged solutes and available experimental data allows sorting out the effects of solute charge sign and size.
Our results also offer a plain interpretation of the equivalence of the effects on water structure due to solute
ions and to high pressures. These results reflect at a basic paradigmatic level the immensely more complex
cases of well-known phenomena such as salting-in and salting-out, and of protein conformational changes
caused, e.g., by the arrival of a charged or of an apolar group~phosphorilation or methylation!. As it will be
discussed, they help in the direction of Delbruck’s desirable ‘‘progress towards a radical physical explanation’’
for this class of phenomena.

PACS number~s!: 82.30.Nr, 02.70.Ns, 61.20.Ja, 82.20.Wt
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electrostatic forces are known to play important biolo
cal roles such as in biomolecular structure, recognition,
function. However, generalized forces resulting from the
teraction of solutes with the solvent, and related to the th
modynamic drive towards a decrease of the overall free
ergy of hydration, play an equally important role, due to th
large and sometimes overwhelming size. Hydrophobic in
actions are the best known example of such solvent-indu
interactions, and have been the object of a vast amoun
theoretical, experimental, and simulation work@1–10#. Hy-
drophobic forces have, with good reason, been taken as
paradigm of solvent-induced forces~SIFs! and of their spe-
cial feature of acting even among solutes which would
interact in vacuo. However, recent results@11–14# indicate
that it would be unproductively limiting to restrict the ric
phenomenology of SIFs to the case of hydrophobic for
~taken as additive!. One reason for this is that hydrophob
forces are only a subset of SIFs. Another reason lies in
inherently strong nonadditivity of SIFs, which makes the
strongly dependent upon the actual spatial context of
whole system of surrounding solutes and solute elem
@11–14#. General features of hydration, of related solve
induced interactions, and of the potential of mean fo
~PMF! can be studied in the case of complex solutes
computer-efficient methods based on pair expansion@Kirk-
wood’s superposition approximation~KSA!# @15#, triplet ex-
pansion, and proximity approximation of the many-body c
relation function@16–19# or on continuum modeling of the
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solvent @20#. In the case of biomolecules, these metho
prove adequate for relatively coarse-grained studies. H
ever, they may miss all-important details on the microsco
scale, such as SIFs acting on individual residues along di
tions opposite to those expected on the basis of th
hydrophobic/philic character@12#. ~Such sign inversion doe
not need to appear paradoxical, if viewed in terms of Anfi
sen’s@21# remark that the equilibrium situation must corr
spond to a minimum of the free energy of the entire syste!
Departures from expectations based on coarse-grained
plifications can be, of course, highly relevant to the speci
ity of bimolecular interactions. The complementary approa
of using supersimplified model solutes and explicit molec
lar modeling of the solvent enables taking into account int
actions to all orders, responsible for the mentioned un
pected local features. This approach has enabled us to e
the inherently strong nonpair additivities and related cont
dependence and long-range correlated action of solv
induced interactions@11–14#. Also, it has shown how
solvent-induced interactions can transform flat configu
tional potential-energy landscapes of simple solutes in P
landscapes that allow for stable and unstable configurat
not existingin vacuo@22#. In this way, the basic essence
solute-solvent dynamic coupling has also been visuali
@22#. These effects are relevant to the case of complex
utes, such as macromolecules, where each element un
goes solvent-induced interactions with many other eleme
at close distance.

A recent interesting study@23# of hydrophobic hydration
and interactions combines molecular-dynamics~MD! simu-
lations of N-acetyl-leucine-amide~NALA ! in explicit water
with neutron-scattering experiments on its aqueous solutio
This has allowed sorting out the solute-solute pair distrib
tion function which, notwithstanding the low concentratio
6799 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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used, exhibited a solvent-separated minimum and poss
longer-ranged correlations. These results agree with
studies of a protein in water, showing the existence of
tended H-bonded networks promoted by solutes and enc
passing distances up to a few nanometers, as reveale
correlations among time-resolved SIFs acting on even dis
amino acids@12#.

All that shows the interest of approaching the complex
of solvent-induced interactions through the study of a nu
ber of elementary paradigms or ‘‘morphemes.’’ The pres
MD study concerns the effect of electric charges on the~hy-
drophobic! SIFs acting on two supersimplified apolar~un-
charged! solutes. By definition, apolar solutes do not intera
in vacuowith electric charges. Consequently, any change
SIFs acting between them, observed when an electric ch
is added to a third nearby solute, can be uniquely trace
changes of the probability of the occurrence of configu
tional states of the solvent, caused by the electric charge.
joint use of very simplified solutes and of explicitly and r
alistically modeled solvent molecules enables here sor
out the very basic mechanism of modulation of hydropho
SIFs by an electric charge.

Partial results have already been reported@14# showing a
marked charge-sign dependence of modulations of hy
phobic forces by electric charges. This effect, which agr
with the known different response of the aqueous medium
perturbations caused by opposite electric charges@24#, was
traced to the nonsymmetric distribution of charges on
water molecules@13,14#. Here we present the effect o
charges of both signs on two inter-related aspects of hy
phobic interactions. These are the PMF between apolar
utes and the dynamics of hydration water. We show how
the presence of an electric charge the so-called hydroph
contact can become unfavorable and how this dramatic e
on the PMF is related to the increase of the configuratio
lifetime of hydration water.

Solvent-induced interactions are expressed in terms of
dration, and more quantitatively in terms of hydration fr
energy,GSW ~where S and W stand for solute and wat
respectively!, and SIFs. As a consequence of excluded v
ume and interaction potential, solutes alter the configu
tional landscape of the potential energy of water and the
fore the statistically relevant water configurations~hydration!
and their potential energy, multiplicity, and related conn
tive paths. This causes corresponding changes of config
tional lifetime and free energy,GSW ~hydration free energy!.
The effect of a solute on the energy landscape of water
ready perturbed by other solutes cannot be expected to b
same as in their absence, and it will depend upon sol
solute distances and mutual configurations. Therefore, wh
ever hydration regions of solutes overlap@25#, the free en-
ergy and configurational lifetime of hydration aroun
individual solutes will depend upon the spatial distribution
all other solutes, that is, it will be ‘‘context-dependent.’’ Ac
cordingly, the total free-energy change caused byn solutes
can be written as

GSW~1,2, . . . ,n!5(
i

n

GSW
~1! ~ i !1(

i , j

n

dGSW~ i , j !

1¯1 (
i , j ,¯

n

dGSW~ i , j ,...,n!. ~1!
ly
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As a consequence of the dependence of the second-
higher-order terms upon the mutual configuration of solut
a SIF ~indicated byFSI,k) acts on each solute, given by

FSI,k52gradkGSW~1,2, . . . ,n!. ~2!

Third- and higher-order terms in Eq.~2! are responsible for
nonadditivity of SIFs. As already shown@11–14#, these
terms are not small perturbations, being inherently com
rable with or larger than second-order ones.

SIFs acting on a fixed solute,k, can equivalently be
viewed as the thermodynamic average of the total force
erted on a solute by all water molecules in the bath:

FSI,k5K (
W

FwkL , ~3!

whereFwk is the force vector exerted by each water molec
on solutek, the sum is over all water molecules, and t
angular brackets express a thermodynamic average@15#. In-
stantaneous values of the force exerted on a solute by w
molecules in a particular configuration are provided by ea
term (wFwk(t), and time-resolved features of this force r
flect the dynamics of water@26,11–14#. The nonzero value
of its thermodynamic average is a consequence of the in
mogeneous spatial average distribution of water molecu
caused by the interaction with the given nonspherical so
system. In Kirkwood’s approach@15#, the solvent contribu-
tion to the potential of mean force,C, is implicitly defined as

FSI,k52gradkC~1,2, . . . ,n! ~4!

which is coincident with Eq.~2!. The total PMF~V! and the
total force acting on each solute are

F total,k5Fdir,k1FSI,k and V5U1C, ~5!

whereU andC are the direct and solvent-induced contrib
tions, respectively. The PMF can be expressed in terms
the n-body solute-solute correlation function as

V~1,2, . . . ,n!52kT ln g~n!~r 1 ,r 2 , . . . ,r n!. ~6!

The above equations cover the intrinsic many-body natur
the PMF, and show how the validity of a pairwise appro
mation depends on the factorizability o
g(n)(r 1 ,r 2 ,...,r n).

In what follows, we report results of MD simulations on
model system. Sufficiently long runs assure statistical s
nificance. We compute SIFs in a set of solute configuratio
sufficiently ample to obtainC from Eq. ~4! by numerical
integration. We study how the interaction between two h
drophobic solutes and the dynamics of the hydration wa
are influenced by the presence of a third solute which,ceteris
paribus, can be in turn electrically neutral, positively, o
negatively charged. Subtraction of the effects of a neu
solute~which also includes that due to a cavity in a simp
solvent! and of contributions due to the action of electr
charges in a hypothetical continuum dielectric solvent
ables us to sort out the role of the rearrangements of
H-bond network caused by the electric charges of either s
Data show that the presence of a charged solute~particularly
in the case of negative charge! can destabilize hydrophobi
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interactions to such an extent that contact and solv
separated solute configurations of two hydrophobic solu
can become less favorable than infinite-distance on
Equivalently, they show that electric charges can destroy
called ‘‘hydrophobic bonds.’’ We note that our simple sy
tem can be thought to mimic two solute elements, such
two hydrophobic residues, at relatively close distance in
spatial context of a whole protein. This suggests that
present results should be borne in mind when attemptin
deeper understanding of experimental facts, such as the
fects of salts~salting-out and salting-in! and those due to
phosphorilation and methylation. Also, our results can
consistently related to recent experimental data concer
the equivalence of the effects of ions and of high pressure
water structure@27#.

Time-resolved features of SIFs and residence times of
dration water elicited in the present case show how dyna
cal features of hydration of one solute can heavily dep
upon the presence and character of other solutes, in ag
ment with the strong many-body character of SIFs and P
in aqueous solutions. Such dynamical features and, spe
cally, residence and structural relaxation times are part
larly relevant to transport properties@28# involved, in turn, in
kinetic aspects of a variety of biologically relevant process

II. MODEL SYSTEM AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Our system contained three solutes, modeled as Lenn
Jones~LJ! spheres, in a bath of explicit molecular water. W
used solute configurations such as in Fig. 1, where solut
and 2 remain in all cases electrically uncharged and solu
can either be uncharged or bear a unit electronic charg
either sign. The value of theh distance is kept fixed at 3.8
Å, while different R12 values are selected in the rang
3.4–14 Å for different MD trajectories. Theh53.86 Å value
is such that when solutes 1 and 2 are in contact, theR13
5R23 distance corresponds to a strong~and strongly variable
with the distance! value of SIFs between solutes 1–3 a
2–3. When appropriate, the total charge was neutralized
an evenly distributed charge density of opposite sign. R
with single solutes or in the absence of solute 3 were a
performed.

The size of the simulation box changed in accorda
with the value chosen for theR12 distance, so as to allow a

FIG. 1. Three-solute configuration used in the present work
each run solutes are kept fixed. Different runs correspond to di
ent center-to-center distancesR12, while in all cases it ish
53.86 Å. All solutes are Lennard-Jones spheres, withP and s
parameters as those of the water’s oxygen. Solute 3 can bear a
positive, or negative unitary electronic charge.
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least three layers of water molecules between solutes and
box walls. Accordingly, the number of water molecules va
ied from 343 to 539. The water-water potential was TIP
@29#, which is particularly suitable for ion-water solutions.
all cases, the LJ parameters of the solute-solute and so
solvent potential were the same as for the water oxygen,
is, «50.648 57 kJ mol21 ands53.154 Å.

The thermodynamic ensemble was NVE,T5298 K, and
density 1 gr cm23. Periodic boundaries and Ewald sums we
used. The MD runs were performed using a modified~leap-
frog! Verlet algorithm@30# with a 2-fs time step. Indepen
dent trajectories of 800–1200 ps were run for each so
configuration, following 200-ps equilibration. For better st
tistical significance, total composite trajectories were o
tained as sequences of 200-ps trajectories decoupled
each other by 20-ps annealings at 800 K, followed by 40
equilibration at 298 K.

SIFs on solutes 1 and 2 at eachR12 distance were com-
puted as time averages~along the whole composite trajec
tory! of the instantaneous force vectors exerted on the so
by all water molecules@26#. Direct solute-solute~LJ! forces
were separately taken into account when appropriate. T
was repeated for about 15 values of theR12 distance evenly
spaced between 3.4 and 14 Å, that is, in the whole ra
from below the minimum of the direct LJ potential to neg
gible direct and solvent-induced interactions.

Information on the dynamic properties of hydration wa
was obtained from the residence time of the water molecu
in the first hydration shell. To define the shell, we used
cutoff distance from the solute,R, having a selected value
close to the first minimum,R0 , of the solute-solvent corre
lation functiong(r ). Residence times were derived using
two-value variablepj (t,t1t) defined for eachj th water
molecule. Its value was 1 if thej th molecule remained in the
first hydration shell for the entire intervalt, t1t, and 0 oth-
erwise. A time-correlation function averaged over all mo
ecules and along the whole trajectory was obtained as

P~t!5(
j

(
t

pj~ t,t1t! ~7!

and its decay time gave the average residence timet res in the
first hydration shell@31#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our solute configuration is in Fig. 1, as already describ
In Figs. 2 and 3 we report results on forces acting on solu
1 and 2 and related PMF@total, direct, and solvent contribu
tions, as per Eq.~5!#, respectively, in four different situa
tions. These are indicated as~i! 2LJ ~solute 3 absent!; ~ii !
2LJ1LJ ~solute 3 present but uncharged!, ~iii ! 2LJ1Q1

~solute 3 bearing one positive electronic charge!; and ~iv!
2LJ1Q2 ~solute 3 bearing one negative electronic charg!.
In Fig. 2, the total force component acting on solute 1
~given the symmetry! on solute 2~top panel! along theR12
direction and the solvent contribution to this force~that is,
SIF, bottom panel! are shown for different values ofR12. It
is seen that, with respect to case~i!, in case~ii ! the SIF is
markedly different. When a charge is added to solute 3, S
between solutes 1 and 2 are strongly enhanced in
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repulsive ~positive! range, the more so in the case of t
negative charge. This agrees with the partial results repo
in @14#. However, new and valuable information comes n
from PMF curves shown in Fig. 3. These curves are obtai
by fitting SIF data points to a polynomial function and b
integrating the latter over theR12 distance. The total PMF
the direct solute-solute potential,U, and the solvent-induced
contribution,C, are shown in the top, central, and botto
panel, respectively. In the absence of a third solute,
negative minima of the total PMF are seen, respectiv
corresponding to contact and solvent-separated config
tions, as expected@6#. Solute 3, even when uncharged, rais
the PMF value at the contact minimum. The presence o
charge~either positive or negative! on solute 3 raises this
PMF minimum up to positive values, thus making it unf

FIG. 2. Force component acting on solutes 1 and 2 along theR12

direction, for different values of theR12 distance and different con
ditions of solute 3 as defined for Fig. 1. Top, total force. Botto
solvent-induced contribution~SIF!. Lines connecting data points ar
polynomial best fittings. Symbols:~i! empty circles, 2 LJ~solute 3
absent!; ~ii ! full circles, 2 LJ1LJ ~solute 3 uncharged!; ~iii ! empty
squares, 2 LJ1Q1 ~solute 3 positively charged!; ~iv! full squares, 2
LJ1Q2 ~solute 3 negatively charged!.
ed

d

o
,

ra-
s
a

FIG. 3. Potential of mean force~PMF! for solutes 1 and 2 of
Fig. 1 under different conditions. PMF is obtained by integration
the polynomial best-fitting lines of Fig. 2. Top, total PMF. Cente
contribution of the direct interaction potential,U ~charge and sol-
vent independent!, in absence~dotted line! and in presence~con-
tinuous line! of solute 3. Bottom, solvent contribution to PMFC.
Dotted line, solute 3 absent; heavy continuous line, solute 3
charged; broken line, solute 3 positively charged; thin continu
line, solute 3 negatively charged.
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FIG. 4. SIF, and solvent con
tribution to PMF,C ~heavy lines!,
are decomposed in the following
contributions: uncharged solut
~broken line!, which includes
excluded volume and LJ
potential interactions; continuum
dielectric solvent ~dotted line!,
classically computed, charge-sign
independent; H-bond network per
turbation ~thin line!, obtained by
difference. The latter is respon
sible for the full charge sign de
pendence. Left, negative charg
right, positive charge.
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vorable, relative to large-distance configurations. A fav
able, if shallow, solvent-separated minimum, shifted towa
higher distances, is present in the case of uncharged
negatively charged solute 3, but not when the latter is p
tively charged. Sorting out the different contributions
these changes, as done in Fig. 4, helps us understand
origin of these results. Here, the total SIF andC are decom-
posed in a term caused by the uncharged solute 3~which
includes the cavity contribution!, a term which would be
caused by an electric charge in a continuum dielectric
vent ~analytically calculated in classical terms!, and a term
~obtained by difference! due to the perturbation of th
H-bond network by the electric charge. The latter is seen
be very large or even dominant and is of course respons
for the whole charge-sign dependence. With reference to
SIFs~upper part of the figure!, at R12 distances up to about
11 Å, this contribution is larger in absolute value for the ca
of the negative charge, while it becomes somewhat weak
larger R12 values, where total SIFs become constant
weaker. This behavior is reflected in the solvent contribut
to the PMF,C, shown in the same figure. The origin an
charge sign dependence of the complex behavior of the
fects due to perturbation of the H-bond network will becom
clearer on the basis of the hydration data presented be
For the time being, we conclude that, all in one, the cont
hydrophobic pair is destabilized by the presence of our so
3, when charged, to such an extent that the so-called ‘
drophobic contact’’ or ‘‘bond’’ does not exist in practice an
longer. In the case of negative charge, this effect is m
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marked, but the long-distance~'9 Å! solvent-separated con
figuration may have statistical significance.

Figures 5 and 6 concern resolved features of SIFs,
flecting some dynamic aspects of hydration water. The d
tribution of SIFs ~vectors and intensities! acting on each
solute along a MD trajectory is shown in Fig. 5. The larg
spread observed around solute 3, when charged, reflect
sensitivity of SIFs to the orientational disorder of wate
molecules. Such disorder, as expected, has instead no i
ence on SIFs acting on uncharged LJ solutes. Around
negatively charged solute, the spread is larger as a co
quence of the fact that the average solute-solvent interac
is stronger than in the case of positive charge@13,14#. This
also agrees with the data of Fig. 6, top, showing that in
Fourier spectra of time-resolved SIFs a well-resolved fe
ture, barely visible in the case of LJ solutes, appears in
cases of charged solutes, with higher resolution and at hig
frequency for the negative charge. This shows that in
hydration shell of positively and negatively charged solut
the dynamics of water molecules acquires a character o
calized oscillation, and that the characteristic restoring fo
of such oscillation is larger in the negative charge ca
These data reveal that water molecules in the first hydra
shell are more tightly bound to the negatively than to t
positively charged solute. This is confirmed and reinforc
by the behavior of the solute-oxygen correlation functio
g(r ), shown in Fig. 6, bottom, and by data in the next figur
that we are going to discuss.

In Figs. 7 and 8, we report the effects of solutes and
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FIG. 5. Distribution of instan-
taneous forces acting on solutes
a typical case (R1254.2 Å, see
Fig. 1!. Left column, distribution
of traces on the solute plane of th
force component acting on eac
solute. Solute 3 is uncharge
~top!, positively charged~center!,
or negatively charged~bottom!,
respectively. Center column, dis
tribution of intensities of forces
acting on solute 1~or, symmetri-
cally, on solute 2! when solute 3 is
uncharged ~top!, positively
charged ~center!, or negatively
charged~bottom!. Right column,
distribution of intensities of the
forces acting on solute 3 when
is uncharged ~top!, positively
charged ~center!, or negatively
charged ~bottom!, respectively.
The ordinate represents the num
ber of configurations (31023).
The intensity of the average SIF
is measured in the left and cente
panels by the offset, along the ab
scissa, of the symmetry axis of th
bell curves relative to zero. This
shows that fluctuations can b
very much larger than averag
values@14#.
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their spatial configuration or ‘‘context’’ on the diffusiona
properties of hydration water molecules. To this purpose,
have computed the residence time,t res, of water molecules
in the first hydration shell of solutes. Water molecules w
assumed to be in the first hydration shell if the distance
tween the water oxygen and the solute center was less th
selected cutoff value,R, chosen in proximity of the first
minimum of g(r ), R0 . In Fig. 7, we present the residenc
time of water molecules in the first hydration shell of sing
‘‘solutes.’’ These are a freely diffusing water molecule in t
bath and one single, fixed LJ solute bearing 0,11, and21
units of electronic charge, respectively. The residence tim
evaluated for differentR values and plotted as a function o
R/R0 . It is seen that thet resvalues relative to uncharged an
positively charged solutes are very similar to each other
almost three times larger than that relative to pure water
the case of the negatively charged solute, a further five
increase is observed. A useful visualization of reside
times of individual hydration molecules is given in the pa
els of the bottom row. Here each circle represents a part
lar ~numbered! water molecule present in the hydration sh
(R/R0,1), so that a time interval in which a molecule r
sides within the hydration shell turns out to appear as a c
tinuous segment.~For better readability, only the four neare
water molecules are shown in the figure.! Here again the
remarkable effect of the negatively charged solute is w
visible. The R dependence shown in the top row can
qualitatively understood under the approximation that
probability that a motional event takes a particular wa
molecule to an~arbitrarily small! elementary cell within the
e

e
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is
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ll

e
r

chosen space region should be proportional to the volum
the region.~We must realize, however, that in this approx
mation we disregard important collective features of str
tural relaxation mechanisms of water@32#.! The probability
that the same event takes the molecule across the su
should instead be proportional to the surface area. The r
dence time can be thought to be proportional to the ratio
these probabilities. This results in a linear increase oft res
versusR, whose slope reflects, on the same qualitative ba
the mean length of the displacement. Following this vie
these data show how hydration water in the first shell of
solute is considerably more tightly restrained in the case
the negatively charged solute than in the cases of positiv
null charges, in agreement with the conclusions suggeste
the time-resolved features of SIFs and by theg(r ) ~Figs. 5
and 6!. Notably, this trend is reversed forR/R0.1. The ob-
servedR dependence suggests that the motion of water m
ecules be closer to a Levy flight than to a random wa
despite the fact that it is expected to be much more comp
than either. One reason for that is the mentioned collec
~or at least strongly correlated! nature of these motions@32#.
Also, it has to be noted that, due to this collective nature,
comparison oft res values relative to different solutes is mo
meaningful than that relative freely diffusing water mo
ecule.

Residence time data taken with a cutoff distanceR/R0
51 relative to solute pairs and to the three-solute configu
tion of Fig. 1 are presented in Fig. 8 versus theR12 center-
to-center distance. In the two-solute configuration~top row!,
solute 3 is absent and solute 1 is either uncharged or p
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tively or negatively charged, respectively, while solute 2
uncharged in all cases. Data relative to solute 1 are shown
this case in the left panel and, on a more expanded scal
the center panel of the top row. Data relative to solute 2
shown in the right panel of the same row. A similar prese
tation of data for the three-solute configuration is given
the same figure, bottom row. The left and central panels
relative to solute 3 and the right panel is relative to eith
solute 1 or 2. We see again in all cases the remarkable
crease oft res in the hydration shell of the negatively charge
solute. We also see that in all cases the presence of a n

FIG. 6. Top, normalized Fourier spectra of SIFs, acting on s
utes, in the configuration of Fig. 1, atR1254.2 Å. Thin line, solutes
1 and 2; dotted line, solute 3~uncharged!; broken line, solute 3
~positively charged!; continuous line, solute 3~negatively charged!.
Note that the Fourier spectrum of SIFs on solutes 1 and 2 is
affected by the presence and sign of the unit charge on solute 3
progressively higher resolution of the peak reflects a progressi
increasing, local oscillatory character of motions, which agrees w
the progressively higher localization of hydration molecules sho
below. Bottom, solute-water correlation function for single solu
~dotted line, uncharged; broken line, positively charged; continu
line, negatively charged!. Ther variable is the distance between th
center of our LJ solute and the oxygen on the water molecules
or
in

re
-

re
r
n-

ga-

tive solute also raises thet res values relative to the partne
solute~s!. Interestingly, in the two-solute case, at theR12
55.7 Å distance corresponding to a maximum of the rep
sive SIF acting between the two solutes~see Fig. 2 and Ref
@14#!, the residence time shows a large and sharp maxim
For this particular situation, a view similar to that of Fig.
bottom ~not shown!, shows the presence of one water mo
ecule trapped for long times~of the order of 100 ps! in the
region of hydration overlap, and thus only occasionally e
changed. In summary, the data in Fig. 8 illustrate the con
dependence~that is, the dependence on the presence of o
nearby solutes! of the diffusional properties of hydration
water.

Finally, in Fig. 9 thet res data of Fig. 8 are plotted along
with the solvent contribution,C, to PMF data already shown
in Fig. 3. Both quantities refer to the solute configuration
Fig. 1 and concern the two LJ solutes 1 and 2, under
perturbation of solute 3~absent, uncharged, positively, an
negatively charged, respectively!. The vertical scale of the
t res data has been adjusted, so as to optimize the visua
tion of possible correlations between the two sets of data
course, this type of comparison is of qualitative and ev
uncertain meaning. All the same, we can infer from the fi
ure a tendency towards a certain correlation betweent res and
C. At first sight, the opposite behavior would be predicte
on the argument that longer-lived~more stable! water con-
figurations would correspond to minimal PMF contributio
The observed opposite behavior suggests that a maximu
C may correspond to a minimum entropy, implied by
scarce multiplicity of configurations accessible to the solv
and compatible with the solutes in the given configuratio

IV. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

We have used an explicit molecular solvent and mode
solutes as polar spheres to which a unit charge of either
can be added in their geometric center. This has allow
eliciting perhaps at the simplest level andceteris paribusthe
effect of charges on hydrophobic interactions and their
croscopic origin. Data on hydration and on its dynamic pro
erties provide a clue for understanding the weakening
even disruptive effect of charged solutes on hydropho
bonds and its charge sign dependence. As seen in Fig. 6
first and second peak of the solute-oxygen correlation fu
tion are, in the case of negatively charged solute, m
higher and sharper, and occur at closer distance. This is
cause@13,14# the off-centered hydrogen atoms of the wa
molecule, pointing towards the negative solute, can re
closer to it than the negative oxygen of water in the case
the positive solute. The tightly bound and longer-lived h
dration shells of the negatively charged solute are expe
to be hardly compatible with optimal~‘‘straddled H bond’’!
configurations of water molecules around hydrophobic s
utes, and to have a consequent disturbing~or even disrup-
tive! effect on them. The observed changes of SIFs and P
appear to be a straightforward consequence of this dis
bance. Correlation functions also reveal that, in the case
positively charged solute, as a consequence of the we
solute-water interaction, hydration shells are not as sha
defined, and they extend to a larger distance. For this rea
the positively charged solute has a weaker disruptive ef
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ot
he
ly
h
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FIG. 7. Residence time~as defined in Sec. II! of water molecules in the first hydration shell of one single solute in a water bath.
around a free water molecule; center-left, around one single, fixed and uncharged solute; center-right, same fixed solute, positivel
right, same, negatively charged. Top, residence time data are presented as a function of the chosen cutoff for the first hydratioR,
normalized to the first minimum of the correlation function,R0 . Values ofR0 , given by theg(r ) in Fig. 6, bottom, are 5, 3.6, and 3.25 Å
for uncharged, positively, and negatively charged solutes, respectively. Note the large-scale change of residence time on going
water to uncharged and positively charged solutes to the negatively charged one. Bottom, for each water molecule~numbered bywi), a circle
is drawn when the given molecule is present in the first hydration shell~cutoff distanceR5R0). In this way, the average length o
~apparently! continuous lines represents the average residence time spent in the hydration shell by the water molecule whose nuwi ,
can be read on the ordinate axis.
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on the hydrophobic attraction, which however, extends t
larger distance. As a consequence, the integrated effec
the PMF atR12.11 Å is appreciably larger. The similar bu
smaller effect of the uncharged solute can be similarly
derstood.

Since these effects are essentially related to the overla
hydration regions@25#, a dependence on theh distance~see
Fig. 1! is expected. This was in fact shown by data in R
@14#, which refer to twoh values and include the repulsiv
force acting on solute 3~when charged!. A prediction of the
general trend can be given in thermodynamic terms and
the grounds of the present basic paradigmatic informat
Water structural rearrangements and related free-en
changes caused by adding either one more solute eleme
an electric charge to a preexisting spatial context of sim
elements imply a drive towards a new stable configuration
the system of solutes. In the configuration chosen for
present study, the ‘‘hydrophobic contact bond’’ is disrupt
and generalized thermodynamic forces are expected to d
the system towards a new rearranged configuration of
solute elements. Since the free energy can be lowered if
third charged solute is brought to a large distance and
hydrophobic bond is reestablished, we expect~although in
average only! a repulsive SIF acting on solute 3. This pr
diction agrees with the well-known effect of the exclusion
salts from apolar solutes@33#.
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Of course, in more realistic and complex systems, i
mensely richer situations are found. This is already evid
in the still simple case of a somewhat larger number of so
elements@13#. In such a case, the same mechanism discus
here causes a weakening of the attractive SIFs between
drophobic elements close to the charged ones. Further, re
sive SIFs act so as to push the charged element away
the apolar ones and to push those apolar elements which
closest to the charge towards more distant ones@13#. The
same mechanism operates when charged and apolar so
are free to diffuse in the solution@8#, and it is the basis of the
complex phenomenon of salting-out, that is, of the prom
tion of protein coagulation by salts@33,34#.

Another charge-sign-dependent phenomenon elicited
the present work concerns the markedly different reside
times of water molecules in the first hydration shell. Aga
this can be traced to the difference between interaction
negative and positive solutes with water. Our data can
profitably put in relation to experimentally measured re
dence times of hydration water of anions and cations, av
able in the literature@35#. Interpretation of the latter is usu
ally difficult because of the concurrent effects of ion size a
charge sign, unavoidable in real experiments. Howev
when these data are plotted versus ion size@36#, as in Fig.
10, the effects of charge sign and size are clearly distingu
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FIG. 8. Residence times o
water molecules in the first hydra
tion shell ~cutoff R5R0) of sol-
utes of the same type as in Fig.
in a water bath, vs theirR12

center-to-center distance. To
row, solute 3 is absent, and solu
1 bears a positive~empty squares!,
negative ~full squares!, or null
~full circles! electric charge. Resi-
dence times of hydration wate
around solute 1~left and center!
and around solute 2~right!. Bot-
tom row, three solutes in the con
figuration shown in Fig. 1. Resi-
dence time of hydration wate
around solute 3~left and center!
and around solutes 1 or 2~right!,
for different charges on solute 3
Note the largely different scales in
the left and right panels. The two
center panels show details from
data of the left panel, on an ex
panded scale.

FIG. 9. Solvent contribution to
PMF, C, and residence time for
the solute configuration of Fig. 1
Top left, solute 3 absent; top right
solute 3 uncharged; bottom left
solute 3 positively charged; bot
tom right, solute 3 negatively
charged. Scales were optimized
visualize possible correlations be
tween the dependence ofC and
t res uponR12.
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able. Due to the large scatter of data, we show three diffe
plots, for the minimum, mean, and maximum values, resp
tively. In all cases the charge sign dependence is cle
apparent. Curiously, data of the present work fall very clo
to the mean value lines relative to anions and cations, res
tively. Such a close numerical agreement has to be see
fortuitous to a large extent considering the large scatte
experimental data and the uncertainties intrinsically pres
in simulation work. This notwithstanding, the agreeme
with the size of the charge sign dependence provides rew
ing support of the validity of the present results and an
planation on microscopic bases of the experimental data

Further, it is worth noting that, due to the intense loc
electric field, water molecules in the hydration shells

FIG. 10. Experimentally measured residence times~from Ref.
@35#! for cations and ions vs ion diameter~from Ref. @36#!. Due to
the ample scatter of experimental data, we have plotted the m
mum ~top, left!, maximum~top, right!, and mean experimental va
ues ~bottom!. Empty circles ~in order of increasing size!:
Li1, Na1, K1, Cs1. Empty triangles~in order of increasing size!:
F2, Cl2, Br2, I2. Full circle and triangle: data from the prese
work, for negative and positive solute, respectively. The close
merical agreement of experimental and present data has to be
as partially fortuitous. Note that curves relative to anions lay,
each set of data, well above those relative to cations, in full ag
ment with the present results.
nt
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charged solutes are not expected to form a net of reg
water-water hydrogen bonds. Electrostriction explains
tight packing revealed by the high peak in the correlat
function, the more so in the case of the negative solute. T
tight packing and the related increase of local density
similar to that caused by high pressure. This is shown
recent neutron-scattering experimental findings@27# eliciting
a quantitative correspondence between the effects of s
and those of high pressure on local density and structur
solvent water. In the experimental case, however, the n
trality of the solution prevents revealing the charge sign
pendence observed in simulations.

Finally, we note the relation of our results to the actu
cases of ubiquitous biological processes such as phosp
lation and methylation and the consequent drive towa
functional changes of biomolecular conformation. The co
mon feature of all these cases is that, by the same me
nism, the arrival of a new charged solute element can d
the system in a sufficiently energetic way towards a confi
rational change, by way of solvent-induced interactions. T
does not prove, of course, that solvent-induced interacti
are the sole responsible for the drive towards actual biom
lecular conformational changes caused by the arrival o
new ~either apolar or charged! solute element such as i
phosphorilation and methylation. However, the size of
effects elicited at the present basic level evidence h
solvent-induced interactions can have an important and e
overwhelming role in such conformational changes.

The conceptual distance between these complex phen
ena and the case of our system of simple solute elemen
shorter than one would expect at first sight. This can
appreciated by considering that, as remarked by Delbru
the vastness and complexity of real-life phenomena m
hinder the progress from a ‘‘semidescriptive’’ understand
to a ‘‘radical’’ one based on the laws of physics@37#. Look-
ing for such a desirable radical physical explanation requ
using drastic simplifications that are still capable of capt
ing the physical essence of the phenomena being studied
this reason and at variance with other methods focusing
larger-scale~average! features, we have taken the compl
mentary approach of using a minimal number of simple s
utes. The strong simplification enables us to elicit the
tailed grounds for the wanted physical understanding and
high local specificity, which is a central feature of biom
lecular function.
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